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¡ We propose a simple and effective module, the long range pooling (LRP) module by using 
dilation max pooling. 
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Ø Providing a network with a large adaptive receptive field.

Ø Introducing more operations with greater non-linearity.



¡ LRPNet is constructed by straightforwardly incorporating the LRP module after each block of the 
baseline model.
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Conv LRP ResBlock LRPBlockBlock

Ø LRPBlock is constructed by adding the LRP module after the ResBlock.

Ø The ResBlock is replaced with the LRPBlock module.



¡ LRPNet achieves superior 3D segmentation results on 

various large-scale 3D scene benchmarks.
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The success of transformers and large-kernel cnnsBackground

Decomposition of large-kernel convolution in VAN[1] The shifted window approach in swin transformer[2]

Ø A large receptive field.

Ø Operations with greater non-linearity.

[1]  Guo, Meng-Hao, et al. "Visual attention network." arXiv preprint arXiv:2202.09741 (2022).
[2]  Liu, Ze, et al. "Swin transformer: Hierarchical vision transformer using shifted windows." Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF international conference on computer vision. 2021.
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How to apply large kernel design in 3D?Motivation

Ø Employing dilation operations to decompose the large kernel.

Ø Replacing convolution with pooling operations.

Large-Kernel 3D convolution Cubic increase in parameters and computational complexity 
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LRP Module

Ø Dilation max pooling is employed to expand the receptive field. 

Ø Selection module produces selection weights for each voxel.
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Conv LRP ResBlock LRPBlockBlock

LRPNet

Ø LRPBlock is constructed by adding the LRP module 

after the ResBlock.

Ø We use the sparse convolutional U-Net as our 

baseline, consisting of four stages.

Ø We replace the ResBlock with LRPBlock to build 

LRPNet.
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Experiments on ScanNet and S3DIS
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Table 1. mIoU (%) scores for various methods on the 
ScanNet v2 3D semantic benchmark, for validation 
and test sets. The best number is in boldface. “-” 
means the number is unavailable.

Table 2. Several scores (%) for various methods 
on the S3DIS segmentation benchmark. The best 
number is in boldface. “-” means the number is 
unavailable

Comparisons
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Table 3. Number of network parameters and speed for 
various models on the ScanNet v2 validation set.

Table 4. Ablation study on LRP module. Baseline: U-Net described in 
section 3.3. MaxPool: The max pooling used in LRP. Dilation: 
Dilation used in max pooling (default for LRP is 1, 3, 9). Selection: 
the selection module in LRP. Params: parameters of the network. 
Runtime: the average time for inferencing one scene. mIoU: the 
segmentation accuracy metric (%)

Study on LRP moduleAblation
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Study on non-linearity and receptive fieldAblation
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Input / Ground Truth Baseline AvgPool Conv MaxPool w/o Selection MaxPool (LRPNet)

unclassified wall floor cabinet bed chair sofa table door
window bookshelf picture counter desk curtain refrigerator shower curtain

toilet
sink
bathtub other furniture

Red Dot and Green Pentagon: two different positions of interest (marked only in the input). First Row: the ERFs of different 
methods. Second Row: the ground truth and predictions. From Left to Right: input, baseline, average pooling, convolution, 
max pooling without selection, max pooling (LRPNet).

Qualitative Comparisons of ERF
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unclassified wall floor cabinet bed chair sofa table door
window bookshelf picture counter desk curtain refrigerator shower curtain

toilet

sink bathtub other furniture

Input Baseline Ours Ground Truth

Red dotted boxes highlight differences between our results 
and the baseline results

Left: the input and ground truth. Middle: the ERF and 
results of. Right: the ERF and results of LRPNet

Qualitative Analysis
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Ø We proposed a simple and effective module, the long range pooling (LRP) module, 

which provides a network with a large adaptive receptive field without a large number of 

parameters.

Ø Our experiments indicate that a larger receptive field and aggregation operations 

with greater non-linearity enhance the capacity of a sparse convolution network.

Ø We constructed LRPNet, a simple sparse convolution network using the LRP module, 

which achieves superior 3D segmentation results on various large-scale 3D scene 

benchmarks



                             THANK   YOU！


